
Reminders
 INVOICES / PAYMENT QUERIES

Please send all invoices / payment queries to the PhEAST inbox pheast@nottingham.ac.uk
INFORMANT / IQCODE:

Please consent an informant for every participant, this can be a relative, spouse/partner, close friend. There is a separate
information sheet and consent form for informants. When consented, please complete the IQCODE CRF 

CONSENT:
Please upload all consent forms within 24 hours of consent, to the supporting site. This includes informant consent forms.

Please ensure during that during the consent process, participants / relatives are aware that participants will be followed up
whether they are randomised to PES or SoC.

CONTACT DETAILS:
Please ensure NoK / informant contact details are entered at the same time as participant contact details. Wherever possible

please try and provide two phones numbers.

 
 

 

 

Recruitment Update - 28 Participants

 
Pharyngeal Electrical stimulation for Acute Stroke dysphagia Trial

PhEAST

P H E A S T  N E W S L E T T E R  |  D E C E M B E R  2 0 2 2

P H E A S T @ N O T T I N G H A M . A C . U K

https://stroke.nottingham.ac.uk/pheast/docs/

 
SA/04/22

Approved 20/10/2022 
This is the clarification regarding NG / Catheter placement,

including radiation risk assessments in patient facing documents
 

SA/05/22 (Scotland only)
Approved 24/11/2022 

This is the updated patient facing paperwork for Scotland that
reflect the changes made in SA/04/22

 
Please ensure you are using the latest paperwork which can

be found:
 

 
 

Amendments: Trial Contact Details:
 

0115 8231255
 

Pheast@nottingham.ac.uk
Philip.Bath@nottingham.ac.uk (Chief Investigator)
Tiffany.Hamilton@nottingham.ac.uk (Senior Trial

Manager)
Gemma.Squires1@nottingham.ac.uk (Clinical Trial

Manager)
Olivia.Matthews@nottingham.ac.uk (Follow Up

Coordinator)
Carrie.Chalmers@nottingham.ac.uk (Research

Administrator)
 
 

Save the date! 

Our next investigator meeting is
scheduled for:

Thursday 16th March - 12.30pm GMT
The trial team will be circulating the link for
this this week, please let them know if you

do not receive a link and wish to attend
If you would like to do a short presentation on
recruitment experience  or have any training

requests please contact the trial team
 


